Summary: sORF finder is a program package for identifying small open reading frames (sORFs) with high-coding potential. This application allows the identification of coding sORFs according to the nucleotide composition bias among coding sequences and the potential functional constraint at the amino acid level through evaluation of synonymous and non-synonymous substitution rates. Availability: Online tools and source codes are freely available at
INTRODUCTION
Proteins translated from small open reading frames (sORF) are likely to have important functions in eukaryotes. In yeast, small proteins include mating pheromones, proteins involved in energy metabolism, proteolipids, chaperonins, stress proteins, transporters, transcriptional regulators, nucleases, ribosomal proteins, thioredoxins and metal ion chelators (Kastenmayer et al., 2006) . In multicellular organisms, many small proteins are known to be associated with developmental processes or hormone function (Butenko et al., 2003; Cock et al., 2001; Ghaemmaghami et al., 2003; Huh et al., 2003) . However, there are relatively few small proteins in genome annotations because most gene finders tend to miss sORFs (Wang et al., 2003) .
A number of gene prediction programs distinguish coding sequence (CDS) and non-coding sequence (NCDS) by integrating differences in nucleotide composition, intron splice sites, promoters, translational start/stop sites and polyadenylation signals. However, the integration of these multiple criteria increases the chance that true exons are not predicted as true (high false negative rate) (Claverie, 1997) . The issue of false negative prediction is particularly serious for smaller CDSs (≤300 nt; Wang et al., 2003) .
Because of these limitations, we developed an analysis pipeline for identifying coding sORFs using the hexamer composition bias between CDS and NCDS (Hanada et al., 2007) . Functional * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
sORF genes experience stronger selective constraints on nonsynonymous sites than synonymous ones. Therefore, we applied an additional filter requiring putative sORF genes to have significant selective constraints. Using these criteria, 2376 putative sORF genes (30-100 amino acids) were identified in the intergenic regions of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Hanada et al., 2007) . Despite the importance of sORF genes, currently no dedicated software or web application is available for their identification. Therefore, we developed a new software package and a new web application for identifying sORF genes between 10 and 100 amino acids.
METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION

Work flow of sORF finder
sORF finder is a program package used to identify sORFs (10-100 amino acids) with high-coding potential in all six frames of a given nucleotide sequence. sORF finder consists of five programs, 'make_model.pl', 'simulate.pl', 'search_sORF.pl', 'collect_homo.pl' and 'examine_SP.pl'. All programs are implemented in Perl. Since each organism has a distinct hexamer composition in CDSs or NCDSs, this method requires as many known CDSs and NCDSs in an organism as possible. The pentamer and hexamer nucleotide composition frequency tables for both CDSs and NCDSs are generated by 'make_model.pl' (details in Section 2.2). In the web application, we have generated nucleotide composition frequency tables for 11 organisms including Saccharomyces cerevisiae, A. thaliana, Oryza sativa, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, Anopheles gambiae, Ciona intestinalis, Xenopus laevis, Danio rerio, Gallus gallus and Homo sapiens. If a target organism is one of these 11, the web application is useful for identifying coding sORF. However, for other species, all procedures should be conducted on a local computer. After the nucleotide compositions are determining, sORF genes (between 30 and 300 bp) with qualifying coding likelihood is identified with 'simulate.pl' and 'search_sORF.pl' including a Bayes' estimation implementation detailed in Section 2.2. The comparison of synonymous and non-synonymous substitution rates to homologous sequences is performed by 'collect_homo.pl' and 'examine_SP.pl' detailed in Section 2.3.
The run time of each program increases as the nucleotide sequence increases. To estimate the run time of the program package, we applied our methods to a test dataset where the total amount of nucleotide sequences was 4 MB, 4 MB and 3 MB in CDS, NCDS and target sequences, respectively. Using a workstation (Linux RHEL4.1 x84_64 bit) with two Xeno 5160 (Dual core, 3.00 GHz) processors and 32 GB RAM, the total run time was 240 min. Run time details are shown in Supplementary Material 1.
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Bayes' estimation of coding likelihood
For a given sequence segment F, the posterior probability that F appears in the coding regions of a genome (P(CDS|F)) can be defined using the Bayes' theorem as follows: P(CDS|F) = P(F|CDS)P(CDS) P(F|CDS)P(CDS)+P(F|NCDS)P(NCDS) Here, P(F|CDS) and P(F|NCDS) are the probabilities that F is derived from the CDS and NCDS training sequence, respectively. For identifying sORFs in intergenic regions, P(CDS) and P(NCDS) of prior probabilities should be set to be the proportion of total base pairs in CDS and NCDS, respectively. However, P(CDS) and P(NCDS) is unknown for identifying sORFs in mRNA sequences. Therefore, the default values of P(CDS) and P(NCDS) are set to be 0.5 and 0.5, respectively. P(F|CDS) and P(F|NCDS) are calculated from the Markov chain models of CDS and NCDS in an organism as follows:
Here, f i is the i-th nucleotide in a given F sequence. L is the total length of the F sequence. The initiation probabilities P(f 1 ,f 2 ,f 3 ,f 4 ,f 5 ) of P(F|S) are identical to the frequencies of a pentanucleotide in CDS and NCDS, and the transition probabilities are identical to conditional probabilities that a base appears at the next position in a given hexanucleotide. Detailed computation of each step is shown in Supplementary Material 2. The initiation and transitional probabilities of either P(F|CDS) or P(F|NCDS) in a target organism were calculated by the table generated by 'make_model.pl' in our program package.
To elucidate whether a target sequence is coding or not, P(CDS|F) was calculated on consecutive windows of 30 bp with a step size of 3 bp. The CI (coding index) for a given sequence is the summed posterior probabilities of all windows within a sequence. The CI is calculated by generating random CDS and NCDS training sequences from an organism. Since the CI is influenced by sequence length, 10 000 random sequences for each sequence length are generated and the CI is calculated for all random sequences. When the CI of a sequence is higher than the bottom 1% CI in random CDS and the top 1% CI in random NCDS, the target sequence is defined to have a significant coding potential. To present a numerical estimate of coding potential, a 'coding score' is defined as the percentile of CI in 10 000 random CDS sequences below the CI of the target sequence. CI of the random CDS and NCDS can be generated by 'simulate.pl' in our program package. The output files of 'make_model.pl' and 'simulate.pl' can be processed by 'search_sORF.pl' to identify putative coding sORF (10-100 amino acid).
Estimation of purifying selection
To assess the degree of functional constraints for sORFs with high-coding potential, sequences that are likely homologous to coding sORFs can be identified first by BLAST search (Altschul et al., 1997) . The total number of synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions in the homologous sequences can be estimated by the modified Nei-Gojobori method (Zhang et al., 1998) because, in most CDSs, synonymous substitutions (nucleotide substitution without amino acid changes) occurs more frequently than non-synonymous substitutions (nucleotide substitution with amino acid changes) (Zhang et al., 1998) . The null hypothesis is that the expected probability of non-synonymous substitutions is the same as that of synonymous substitutions. Then, whether synonymous substitutions occur more frequently than non-synonymous substitutions can be evaluated by the chi-square test. These procedures are applied by 'collect_homo.pl' and 'examine_SP.pl'.
PERFORMANCE
To evaluate the identification of novel small protein genes with respect to coding potential, our method was applied to two small protein gene datasets in S.cerevisiae and A.thaliana by 'search_sORF.pl'. These small protein genes were not annotated in the original genome release, but were identified in intergenic regions by similarity searches and/or functional studies (Butenko et al., 2003; Cock et al., 2001; Ghaemmaghami et al., 2003; Huh et al., 2003) . There are a total of 123 small protein genes (<300 bp) in S.cerevisiae and A.thaliana (Supplementary Material 3) . Out of 123, 113 were identified as coding sORF by our method, indicating that the false negative rate of our method is ∼9%. To furthermore evaluate the performance, we estimated false positive rates based on the intron annotation from the 11 species mentioned earlier. We identified sORF (10-100 amino acids) in intron sequences of 11 organisms and examined the coding potentials. Out of 46 457 958 sORFs in introns, 2 078 620 were recognized as having a highcoding potential (above-threshold CI values) by 'search_sORF.pl', indicating that the false positive rate is only 4%. However, even if the false positive rate is low, this method falsely identified many sORF with high-coding potentials. Therefore, we recommend examining the degree of functional constrains by 'collect_homo.pl' and 'examine_SP.pl'. Although the test of functional constrains may miss real protein genes (high false negative rate), the test produces more reliable sORFs (low false positive rate). Furthermore, it is important to combine experimental data with our method to identify coding regions translated into novel small proteins.
